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Tips and Tricks III:  More Unique SAS/GRAPH® Maps 
Darrell Massengill, SAS Institute 

 

 
Every organization has location-based data.  The difficulty is in effectively transforming that data into useful information or 
intelligence.  SAS/GRAPH has powerful mapping capabilities that can be used for visualizing your location data as geographic 
and non-geographic maps.  This handout presents techniques and examples for harnessing that power and creating these 
maps. 
 
The key to building effective maps is to understand the building blocks available to you. With this understanding, you can 
choose the most appropriate components to construct your map.  This handout gives an overview of SAS/GRAPH mapping 
components and highlights specific techniques used to build a few attention-grabbing maps.  Finally, we examine the 
completed graphs and the tricks used in their construction.   These examples are available for you to download and use to 
better understand the ideas introduced. 
 
Note that this presentation extends and builds on the ideas and concepts of two previous presentations:  SAS Mapping:  
Techniques, Techniques, Tips and Tricks (SUGI 28) and Tips and Tricks II:  Getting the most from your SAS/Graph Maps 
(SUGI 29).   These handouts and working examples are available for download as noted in the Resources section.   This 
presentation will only briefly mention some techniques discussed in these earlier presentations.  Appendix A shows the map 
created from each of the examples in these presentations. 
 
 

THE BUILDING BLOCKS 
The building blocks are the components of SAS/GRAPH that are used to create your maps.  The real power is in the way you 
use the building blocks and how you combine them.  They are divided into Proc GMAP, SAS/GRAPH Output, Global 
Statements, Interactivity, Annotate facility, Map Data, Other Location Data and Other Graph Procs.  Examples that focus on 
each building block are noted. 
  

PROC GMAP 
Proc GMAP is the heart of SAS/GRAPH mapping.  This procedure allows you to create two and three dimensional color maps.  
The procedure combines map data with response data to show data values per map area.  For example, the map could show 
population per state.  The map and the response data must share a common ID variable that links the data together.  This 
procedure can also display annotate data to further enhance the map.   
 
Proc GMAP has many options for controlling the type of map produced.  This paper will focus only on the common options used 
in the examples.  The code below is intended for illustration only and may have options that do not work together. 
 
PROC GMAP 
 

proc gmap data=mydata map=mymap anno=myanno; 
  id idvar; 
  choro valuevar /  
    anno=myanno2 coutline=black 
    desc=”Elevation Map” discrete nolegend html=htmlvar 
    midpoints=1 to 10 missing  
    name=’map2’ woutline=gray; 

 
anno specifies an Annotate data set for maps 
coutline specifies the outline color of non-empty map areas 
desc specifies the description of the catalog entry (and the HTML description) 
discrete specifies  unique a response value for each numeric response variable 
html specifies the variable containing the HTML data tips and drill-down 

information 
legend/nolegend specifies a legend or turns the legend off 
midpoints specifies response levels for a range of response values 
missing specifies  that missing is a valid level for a response variable 
name specifies the name of the catalog entry or html image file 
woutline specifies the width of the outline of non-empty map areas 
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All of the examples use the GMAP procedure.  Examples that focus on GMAP are (SUGI 28) weathermap.sas, TwoValues.sas, 
Weave.sas and Wafer3D.sas. 
 

SAS/GRAPH OUTPUT 
How you decide to deliver your graphics output influences its appearance.  ODS is one powerful and flexible way.  Graph 
styles, graphics devices and tagsets are important elements in the appearance of your ODS output.  Non-ODS graphics 
devices provide another important way to impact the appearance of your graphics output. 

Output Delivery System - ODS 

ODS provides incredible flexibility in generating SAS/GRAPH output with a wide range of formatting options, including 
generating HTML output with GIF, JAVA, JAVAIMG, ACTIVEX, ACTXIMG, and JAVAMETA devices. 
Most of the example use ODS. 
 

Basic ODS Syntax 
The first example uses basic ODS syntax and creates an HTML output file. 
 

goptions device=gif;          /*Specify the device to use*/ 
ods listing close;            /*Close in case of back-to-back programs*/ 
ods html path=”c:\mydir”      /*Specify the directory path for the output file*/ 
         body=”graph.html”    /*Specify the HTML file to be created*/ 
         style=banker;        /*Specify the ODS Style to use*/ 
proc gmap . . .; 
ods html close;               /*Close the output files*/ 
ods listing; 

 
The second example creates an RTF output file. 
 

goptions device=activex;      /*Specify the device to use*/ 
ods rtf file=’test.rtf’;      /*Specify the RTF file to be created*/ 
proc gmap . . . ; 
ods rtf close;                /*Close the output files*/ 
 
 

Graph Styles 
Currently, graph styles are only available on newer device drivers.  A graph style combines graph colors, background colors, 
images, and fonts into a package with a particular theme, and provides a consistent look for your entire ODS output.  A 
graph style can replace some global statements.  To see the list of all graph styles, type the command odstemplates on the 
SAS command line.  In the next window, open sashelp.tmplmst and open the Styles folder.  Some examples of redefined 
graph styles include Analysis, Banker, Curve, Gears, Money, and Science. The TEMPLATE procedure can be used to 
modify these predefined graph styles or to create your own styles.  See (SUGI 28) styles.sas. 

 
Graphics Device Drivers 
Which device driver you choose impacts output appearance.  This paper includes examples of six device drivers—GIF, 
METAJAVA, JAVA, JAVAIMG, ACTIVEX, and ACTXIMG.  GIF and METAJAVA produce output that looks like default, non-
client output in SAS.  The other devices produce newer style output and have newer features available.  Currently, ODS 
styles is a feature that is only available with client devices, but this could change in a future release.  JAVA and ACTIVEX 
create interactive maps that run the Java applet or ActiveX control to view the graph.  JAVAIMAG and ACTXIMG create a 
static image of the graph through JAVA or ACTIVEX and can be used with ODS RTF and ODS PDF output.  Most examples 
use various devices. 
 
ODS Tagsets 
ODS tagsets provide an additional mechanism for controlling your ODS output.  You can create your own tagsets or use 
existing ones.  The example included here uses the htmlpanel tagset to put charts in the 4 corners of the output with a map 
in the middle.  To see the list of all tagsets, type the command odstemplates on the SAS command line.  In the next 
window, open sashelp.tmplmst and open the Tagsets folder.  More information on tagsets can be found at 
http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/odsmarkup/.  You can get help on the htmlpanel tagset at 
http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/odsmarkup/htmlpanel.html and by running the following statement in SAS: 
 

ods tagsets.htmlpanel file=’test.html’ options(doc=’Quick’); 
  

The basic syntax for htmlpanel is listed below.  See (SUGI 30) tagset.sas for a working example. 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel path=odsout body=’tagset.html’ 
            Style=default; 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=row_panel(start); 

http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/odsmarkup/
http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/odsmarkup/htmlpanel.html
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Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=column_panel(start); 
Proc gchart . . .; 
Proc gchart . . .; 
 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=column_panel(finish); 
Proc gmap . . .; 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=column_panel(start); 
Proc gchart . . .; 
Proc gchart . . .; 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=column_panel(finish); 
Ods tagsets.htmlpanel event=row_panel(finish); 

 

Non-ODS Device Drivers 

Some devices do not work with ODS—GIFANIM is one such device driver.  GIFANIM creates animated graphics output.  See 
(SUGI 29) Animate1.sas, Animate2.sas and (SUGI 30) weatanim.sas.  The following code shows how GIFANIM is used: 
 

goptions device=gifanim gsfmode=replace gsfname=animap hsize=8 vsize=6  
         Iteration=2 delay=150 disposal=background; 
  <insert graphics proc code for first map> 
goptions gsfmode=append; 
  <insert graphics proc code for second map> 
goptions gepilog=’3B’x; 
  <insert graphics proc code for final map> 
 

GLOBAL STATEMENTS 
The global statements enhance the output of Proc GMAP by setting colors, legends, fonts, titles and other similar options. The 
following options are used by the GMAP procedure.  Most of the examples use global statements. 
 

Global Statements 

GOPTIONS Sets default values for many graphics attributes and device parameters 
LEGEND Controls the location and appearance of legends on plots, maps, and charts 
PATTERN Defines the characteristics of patterns used in graphs 
FOOTNOTE Controls the context, appearance, and placement footnote text 
NOTE Controls the context, appearance, and placement of note text 
TITLE Controls the context, appearance, and placement of title text 

 

WEB INTERACTIVITY 
In some cases, a graph needs a level of interactivity in a Web browser.  It is easy to create maps that have drill-down 
capabilities and pop-up data tips.  By clicking on the map, the drill-down functionality sends you to another Web page.  When 
the cursor hovers over the graph, data tips that pop up to show pertinent information.  In other cases, you may want a map that 
is truly interactive and is connected back to a SAS Server that runs additional SAS programs with live data.  Combining ODS 
output with SAS/Intrnet is one way to get this type of interactivity.  See (SUGI 29) DrillHover.sas and Intrnet.sas. 

  
THE ANNOTATE FACILITY 
The Annotate facility is one of the most powerful building blocks for enhancing your output.  The Annotate facility enables you to 
generate a special data set of graphics commands from which you can create additional graphics output.  This ability enables 
you to add symbols, colors, labels, images, lines, drawings and other visual enhancements to your maps.  Output from the 
Annotate facility is combined with GMAP procedure output to create custom maps. See (SUGI 28) macro.sas, sizeddots.sas, 
weave.sas, calendar.sas,  (SUGI 29) zipcode.sas, Animate1.sas, DotDensity.sas, shadow.sas, GISmap.sas, Perception.sas, 
polarplot.sas, (SUGI 30) weatanim.sas, vennmap.sas, calendar2.sas, matrix3D.sas, Imageback2.sas, GPSmap.sas and 
elevation.sas. 
 

MAP DATA 
Having the right map data is a key for transforming your data into useful information.  Map data can be used for geographic 
boundaries or it can be used to represent non-geographic areas as some of the examples illustrate.  Below are several tools for 
creating and manipulating your map data. 
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• Procs GREDUCE, GREMOVE and GPROJECT. 
These procedures are used to reduce the number of points, remove shared line segments and project spherical 
coordinates into Cartesian coordinates for your map data.  These are used in many of the examples. 

 
• Proc MAPIMPORT (new in SAS 9). 

            This procedure allows you to import ESRI Shapefile data into a SAS Map data set.  See (SUGI 28)  
            mapimport.sas, (SUGI 29) GISmap and (SUGI 30) GPSmap.sas. 
 
 

• Maps OnLine Website. 
SAS Maps Online shows maps for various regions around the world. These maps make it easy to locate and identify 
world regions by each of the following categories: world maps, continents, countries, and political groups.   The map 
data can be downloaded from the link below.  Example programs and other map data information are also available.  
This site continues to evolve and grow, so check it periodically for changes. 
See http://support.sas.com/mapsonline. 
 

• Other sources of map data. 
You may find map data on the web in ‘shapefile’ format.  Proc MAPIMPORT, mentioned above, will read this data and 
create a SAS Map data set.  Some sources are free and others charge fees for the data.  Government web sites are 
one possible source:  http://lnweb02.co.wake.nc.us/gis/gismaps.nsf or http://www.census.gov. A commercial source is 
http://www.geographynetwork.com. See (SUGI 29) gismap.sas. 
 

• Creating your own maps. 
For non-geographic maps, you may want to create your own data with SAS DATA step code.  The online documentation 
for Proc GMAP contains information about creating a map data set.  See (SUGI 28) calendar.sas, weave.sas, 
wafer.sas, wafer3D.sas, (SUGI 29) microarray.sas, perception.sas, (SUGI 30) Vennmap.sas, calendar2.sas, 
sharelegend.sas and matrix3D.sas. 

 
• Manipulating map data. 

In order to create some maps, you need to modify the actual map data.  For example, you may want to exclude certain 
states, create fake map areas or add a separation between regions of the country.  The actual map data must be 
modified in order to do this.  See (SUGI 28) mulitplebar.sas and USDivisions.sas. 

 
 

OTHER LOCATION DATA 
Some location data such as roads, positions and addresses may need to be represented graphically.  This can be added to the 
map through annotate.  GPS data, weather data and addresses are a few examples of this type of data. Below are a few 
methods working with this data. 
        

• Geocoding 
Geocoding involves converting an address or location to latitude/longitude or other coordinates that can be used on the 
map.  True GIS products (like SAS/GIS) have geocoding capabilities that can convert a street address to a map 
coordinate.  SAS/GRAPH does not have this sophisticated mechanism, but some of the examples will allow you to 
convert zipcode data to a location at the ‘centroid’ (approximate center) of the zipcode area.  See (SUGI 29) 
zipcode.sas and animate1.sas. 

 
• GPS locations 

Sometimes you need to record locations or paths with a GPS device and display those locations on a map.  GPS data 
can be downloaded from the device and pulled into a SAS Dataset and then annotated on a map.  See (SUGI 30) 
getGPS.sas and gpsmap.sas. 
 

• OnLine sources 
Location data exists on the web and can be downloaded for your maps.  http:\\www.noaa.gov is one such source.  See 
(SUGI 30) elevation.sas and weatanim.sas. 
 

• Manipulating Map data. 
Sometimes you need to manipulate your data to get the type of map you want.  A dot density map is an example of this 
technique.  If, for example, you had many people living in the same zipcode area and you represented that on a map at 
the zipcode centroid, you could not tell if you had one person living in that zipcode area or many people.  All of the 
individuals represented would be plotted at exactly the same spot.  A technique to deal with this problem is to 
randomize the X/Y locations around the zipcode centroid position.  See (SUGI 29) dotdensity.sas. 

 
.  

 

 

http://support.sas.com/mapsonline
http://lnweb02.co.wake.nc.us/gis/gismaps.nsf
http://www.census.gov
http://www.geographynetwork.com
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OTHER SAS/GRAPH PROCEDURES 
You can combine GMAP with other SAS/GRAPH procedures to enhance your output even further.   Combining Proc GCHART 
output with Proc GMAP output can be used to show additional information.  Proc GREPLAY can be used to combine maps with 
other maps or with the output from other SAS/GRAPH procedures.  See (SUGI 30) Matrix3D.sas and sharelegend.sas. 
 
 

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: EXAMPLES  
These building blocks can be combined to build effective, attention-grabbing and unique maps.  The following maps use the 
building blocks that were discussed in the previous section of the paper.  Highlights of each graph are discussed after the map; 
however, the best way to fully understand them is to run the program that produced the map.  The SAS programs are available 
for download at: http://support.sas.com/rnd/papers/. 

GPSmap 

 
 
You can display your GPS information on a map.  This program assumes you have used G7TOWIN to download the GPS data 
from your GPS device.  G7TOWIN is a free download and the details on downloading it are in the comments in getGPS.sas.  
This data can then be read into SAS.  This example starts with a modified version of gismap.sas (SUGI 29).  It calls 
getGPS.sas to read the GPS data and then creates an annotate dataset from this data.  A GPS Waypoint becomes a point and 
a Track becomes a path on the map.  The trick is in reading the data and creating the annotate dataset.   

Elevation 

 
 
Elevation or other location-based data can be drawn behind a map.  This example uses elevation data that is downloaded from 
www.noaa.gov and then creates an annotate data set of small overlapping dots to show nationwide elevation information.  The 
response data contains data tip and drilldown information. 
 

 

www.noaa.gov
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Weatanim 

 
Changing location-based data can be animated on a map using the gifanim device.  This example uses seven sets of faked 
radar data and creates seven annotate data sets to show a storm moving over North Carolina.   
 

Imageback2 

 
Background images are important visual elements that can convey a message or make the map fit into a themed presentation 
or report.  This map starts with sizeddots.sas (SUGI 28).  The GOPTIONS IBACK option adds the background image.  Annotate 
colors are selected to blend with the background. 

Tagset 
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ODS Tagsets can be used to combine multiple maps and graphs on the same html page.  This example divides the map data 
and the crime/response data by region.  One map and four charts are created with the ODS tagset statements inserted 
between the GCHART and GMAP statements. 

Matrix3D 

 
Another way to view multiple levels of information or time series information is to view them side by side with Proc GREPLAY.  
This example reads in the data for the 5 matrix and creates one matrix map data set. Each map is created and stored in a 
graphics catalog.  An annotate legend is created and displayed with Proc GSLIDE.  Proc GREPLAY then displays the 5 maps 
and legend into one graph. 

Sharelegend 

 
This example is similar to Matrix3d and shows multiple maps side by side.  This example is different in that it uses a common 
shared legend for all of the maps.  The trick with this example is to used the midpoints option with each Proc GMAP and to 
create an empty map for displaying the legend. 
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Calendar2 

 
Dates can be a type of location data.  A date is a location on a calendar.  This example creates a calendar map that is 
extremely flexible.  A macro is used to create the map data and annotate data for this calendar.  The macro allows the 
appearance of the calendar to be changed to fit your needs.  This example adds data sets for holidays, vacation dates, out of 
office dates and project dates.  It also creates data tips and drilldown for the calendar. 

Vennmap 

 
Sometimes your location data is simply the position you want to display information.  This Venn diagram allows you to place 
titles and values on this map that is in the form of a Venn diagram.  Since it is a map, you can have data tips and drill down. 

 

CONCLUSION 
There are many powerful components for creating SAS/GRAPH maps.  Combing these components can create many powerful, 
effective, affective, attention-grabbing and unique maps that will meet any mapping need. 
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APPENDIX A:  MAP EXAMPLES FROM SUGI 28 AND SUGI 29 
 
SAS Mapping:  Technologies, Techniques, Tips and Tricks (SUGI 28) 
 

       
Macro.sas                                            Style.sas 
 
 

        
Mapimport.sas                                     Multiplebar.sas 
 
 

       
USDivisions.sas                                   Weathermap.sas 
 
 

       
Sizeddots.sas                                       TwoValues.sas 
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Weave.sas                                           Wafer.sas 

 
 

       
Wafer3d.sas                                        Calendar.sas 

 
 
 
 
 

Tips and Tricks II:  Getting the most from your SAS/Graph Maps (SUGI 29) 
 

        
Zipcode.sas                                        DrillHover.sas 
 
 

       
DotDensity.sas                                   Shadow.sas 
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GISMap.sas                                       Microarray.sas 
 
 

       
Perception.sas                                   PolarPlot.sas 
 
 

       
Animate1.sas                                     Animate2.sas 
 
 

 
Intrnet.sas 
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RESOURCES 
SAS Mapping: Technologies, Techniques, Tips and Tricks.  SUGI 28 SAS Presents Handout and Example Source Code 
Download.  SAS Institute Inc.  http://support.sas.com/rnd/papers/. 
 
Tips and Tricks II:  Getting the most from your SAS/GRAPH maps.  SUGI 29 SAS Presents Handout and Example Source 
Code Download.  SAS Institute Inc.  http://support.sas.com/rnd/papers/. 
 
Tips and Tricks III:  More Unique SAS/GRAPH Maps.  SUGI 30 SAS Presents Handout and Example Source Code Download.  
SAS Institute Inc.  http://support.sas.com/rnd/papers/. 
 
SUGI Proceedings.  http://support.sas.com/usergroups/sugi/proceedings/index.html. 
 
SAS Customer Support.  http://support.sas.com/. 
 
SAS 8 Online Doc Version Eight.   http://v8doc.sas.com. 
 
SAS Online Doc 9.  http://v9doc.sas.com/sasdoc/. 
 
SAS Technical Support Downloads.  http://support.sas.com/techsup/ftp/download.html. 
 
SAS/GRAPH Software Example Downloads.  http://support.sas.com/download. 
 
SAS/GRAPH Product Information.  http://www.sas.com/technologies/bi/visualization/index.html. 
 
Code Samples and Technical Tips.  http://support.sas.com/sassamples/index.html. 
 
Maps OnLine.  http://support.sas.com/mapsonline. 
 
 
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in 
the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration.   
 
Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.  
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